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WELCOME BACK!

1 🎯 Who’s talking? Match.

1 I’ve got a funny uncle.
2 I’m clever and funny. Bow-wow!
3 I like music. Sing with me!
4 I’ve got red hair.
5 I like English. And my dog, too!

2 🎧 Listen and circle the correct word.

1 Hi, I’m Jessica / Kim.
2 I’m 5 / 9.
3 I’ve got a dog / a cat.
4 His name is Ronnie / Gizmo.
5 I’m happy / hungry today.
6 Gizmo is happy / hungry, too.

3 📚 Complete the sentences.

1 Hi, I’m Elliot. I’m ____________________.
2 I like books and ____________________.
3 I’ve got a pet _____________________. Her name is Tess.
4 She is very _____________________.
5 I’ve got a ________________. Her name is April.
6 She has got a pet, too. It’s a big ____________ spider. His name is Buggy. Yuck!

4 🎧 Now listen and check.
Chi wants to learn English with the BB Club. Ronnie has got a lot of questions for her! Listen and match.

1. What's your name?  
2. How old are you?  
3. Is your family very big?  
4. Have you got a pet?  
5. Who is your best friend?  
6. What's your favourite book?  
7. How are you today?  
8. Do you like English?  

- I'm very happy.  
- My best friend is Li.  
- No, only my mum and me.  
- I'm 9.  
- My name's Chi.  
- Yes, very much!  
- Yes, a turtle. His name is Zu.  
- It's *Pinocchio*.  

---

**Answer Ronnie's questions.**

1. What's your name?  
2. How old are you?  
3. Is your family very big?  
4. Have you got a pet?  
5. Who is your best friend?  
6. What's your favourite book?  
7. How are you today?  
8. Do you like English?  

---

WELCOME TO THE BB CLUB!
Find and circle. Then write and colour.

1. Where is the fish? The fish is in the tank.
2. Where is the parrot? The parrot is ___________________.
3. Where is the fox? The fox is ______________________.
4. Where is the owl? The owl is _____________________.
5. Where is the monkey? The monkey is _________________.
6. Where is the spider? The spider is ___________________.
7. Where is the dog? The dog is ______________________.
8. Where is the cat? The cat is ________________________.
9. Where is the snake? The snake is ____________________.

Now listen and check.
4 Write: in, on or under.

1 The fox is _______ the table.
2 The cat is _______ the table.
3 The parrot is _______ the pocket.
4 The monkey is _______ the cupboard.
5 The snake is _______ the shelf.
6 The owl is _______ the chair.

5 Where is the turtle? Listen and draw.
At the Pet Show

1 Write.

1 Where are Ronnie and his friends?
   ____________________________
   At the pet show.

2 What’s the name of Miss Lemmon’s cat?
   ____________________________.

3 Who has got a new turtle?
   ____________________________.

4 What’s the name of Elliot’s owl?
   ____________________________.

5 Who would like an ice cream?
   ____________________________.

6 Who is the winner of the dog show?
   ____________________________.

2 Do the crossword. What’s the hidden word?

```
  1  P  A  R  R  O  T
  2
  3
  4
  5
  6
  7
```

At the pet show.

Poppy

Gizmo

Tess

Ronnie

Greg
LESSON 2

Write.

GIZMO - THE WINNER OF THE DOG SHOW

This is Gizmo. He is a _____________. He has got small ______________ and a short ______________. He is small but very ______________. He helps Kim get ready for school. He likes ______________.

clever  eyes  tail
bones  dog

Listen and check.

Draw your pet and write about it.

Pet Magazine

This is ______________.

It is a ______________.

I love my pet. ❤️

Pet Magazine
Ronnie’s Tea Party

1. Match and write.

Gizmo
Poppy
Marcus
Ronnie

Gizmo likes bones.
Poppy likes bananas.
Marcus likes milk.
Ronnie likes carrot sandwiches.

2. Draw and speak.

What about you?

I like...
I don’t like...
LESSON 3

3 Write.

4 Connect the numbers and colour the picture.